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Just about everyone has zero idea how others see or procedure their experiences. And that can
make romantic relationships hard, whether with intimate companions, with friends, or inside our
professional lives. This book offers help in fostering more loving, mature, and compassionate
interactions with everyone inside our lives. This reserve from Suzanne Stabile on the nine
Enneagram types and how they behave and encounter relationships will guide visitors into
deeper insights about themselves, their types, and others’ personalities so that they can have
healthier, even more life-providing relationships.Why do Fives seem so unavailable, even with
their closest family and friends, while Twos seem to feel everybody else’s feelings but their very
own and end up irritating people who don’t want their help?Why do Sixes seem so intimidated
and defer by Eights, who only desire the Sixes would end mulling things over and do
something? No one is better equipped compared to the coauthor of The Road Back again to
You to share the Enneagram’s wisdom on what relationships work?or don’t.How in the world can
Fours be so open up and loving for you one day and restrained and distant additional times?
Suzanne’s generous, occasionally humorous, and often insightful approach reveals why all the
types work as they perform.The Enneagram not only answers these questions but gives us a
means out of our usual finger pointing and judging of other people?and finding them wanting,
perplexing, or impossible. Understanding the motivations and dynamics of the different
personality types could possibly be the key that unlocks occasionally mystifying behavior in
others?and in ourselves.
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Wow – there is a chapter about me and it ..Suzanne Stabile gives us understandable, in-depth
information regarding how we all start to see the world differently, react to the world differently
and how this results our relationships with others inside our world. Wow – there exists a chapter
about me personally and it has some tools that are helping me start (just a little) and letting
others into my entire life. Five Stars Love this publication. I also recommend it to my friends and
family. The best book on the Enneagram and Relationships! Once I got past the embarrassment
of the revelations about me, I realized the awareness of why others behave in different ways can
help me in my own relationships with my immediate family.One of my most favorite aspects of
this book may be the creative and helpful way it is structured.”• We cannot “live my life without
needing help from others at times. I also bought the audio book, which I recommend! This
accessible book provides a map to healthier and more fulfilling romantic relationships through
the zoom lens of the Enneagram. The Path Between Us has given me some keys to unlock my
gates and some lamps to illuminate the paths to my gates.There exists a chapter in THE ROAD
Between Us that is about you. Additionally, you will understand how you can grow and
modification as you realize your own type along with the types of others you are in associations
with. The Path Between Us is an excellent combination of story-telling Suzanne Stabile is the
most accessible instructor of the Enneagram that I've encountered. A Map for Healthier
Relationships Suzanne Stabile is a Master Teacher of the Enneagram, having studied and
taught it for many years in a number of settings and contexts. The Path Between Us is an
excellent combination of story-telling,truth sharing, and development invitations to open the
reader's eye to how those they like see the world. As a therapist, I take advantage of the
Enneagram as a tool in my personal practice. Do you desire deeper connection in relationships?
Do you long for insightful empathy toward people you disagree with? This reserve can be a
wonderful guide in that journey! But the author identifies 8 different ways other people start to
see the world.Do you want to love better? It is truly the many helpful tool out there for fostering
understanding and compassion for others! I recommend this reserve to my clients often. I've
always known there have been my method and their way..She opens the door to her wisdom of
the enneagram providing us with insight about how exactly each specific amount typically
behaves in relationships along with having a knowledge as to how and why others react to us in
romantic relationships.This book gives specific here is how each number can best be friends
with each other. It doesn't have a personality test, but you can simply find several online. For Life
Change Learning the Enneagram is crucial if you are interested in knowing yourself and
personal growth. I have purchased several copies to give away to friends, and then have
discovered they have done the same because they discovered it therefore helpful. Her narrative
style communicates vast knowledge in a tone that invites honest self-reflection and
compassion for others.”I am old more than enough to understand my fences will be there and I
will always need gates if I want human relationships with other folks. Having some routine
knowledge of the Enneagram ahead of reading this book will be helpful (I would suggest "The
Road Back" co-authored with Ian Cron). You'll begin to see yourself, and those around you, with
new eye of understanding after viewing our personality styles divided by numbers 1-9. But don't
just settle for the summaries. Each chapter is usually filled with wisdom from Suzanne's
existence and her interactions with folks from all walks of lifestyle in all the locations of the
Enneagram. I came across her section in each chapter, "Limitations in Romantic relationships"
to be particularly instructive. Clear, concise, and full of practical wisdom on the subject of the
Enneagram and it's really application in understanding interactions! This is probably the most
practical books about the Enneagram I have read! The book does not just present theory's and



principles but rather provides real life, entertaining stories that illustrate the subtle differences
between your Enneagram figures and how they see the world, specifically as it relates to
relationships. Insightful, helpful, available wisdom for relationships In this book Suzanne Stabile
provides insight predicated on her own experience and years of investigation into the
encounters of others.Some things the book has taught me about me are:• I can “be within an
intimate relationship without risking a lot more than I can stand to reduce. Nice bullet factors for
descriptions of every number. Utilizing her gift for storytelling, she clearly lays out how exactly
we can improve our associations with one another by showing us how we could be better
collectively by understanding how we start to see the world in different ways from each other.
The bedt The best Enjoyed it Excellent follow-up for the Road Back.I keep this publication at my
table for easy reference. I recommend this book along with her first publication “The Road back
to You”.”• I'll have “to function to stability my thinking with some emotion and action. It's great to
hear in the car on the path to work easily need a refresher and it is also helpful if I want to share
in regards to a particular amount with someone - I can let them pay attention to that particular
chapter or story. The audio book is normally read by the writer which is another advantage
because she is very easy to listen to and you could tell she is very comfortable with the material.
It simply fits! The tales make the wisdom shared easily accessible and understandable. She
provides us the fruit of her years of work in a way that is obtainable, useful and useful. This
reserve does that for the reader by breaking out the chapters in to the different Enneagram
amounts and highlighting important points within the text, as well as privately of the web page
where it outlines key facts about how a specific number pertains to other figures. Whether
you've have you ever heard of or studied the Enneagram or not, it doesn't matter; buy this book!
A closeup look at the enneagram types with plenty of examples. I'm not used to the enneagram,
but I view it talked about a lot on social mass media. I recommend reading THE ROAD Between
Us! The finish of each chapter has bullet factors on steps we can try better ourselves and
therefore our human relationships, along with what to remember when relating to someone of a
particular number.At the end of every chapter, Stabile has two overview web pages:
Relationships for Type Amounts and Associations with Type Amounts. Each chapter after that
concludes with information about relationships for and with that particular Enneagram number..
Wish it came with a test. Good book. * religious reserve. Too many moments when I find a book
that I like, I must search back again through the pages and discover my highlighting or
underlining to reference important points. Love it! Helpful and insightful Great book. Great
insights and helpful tips for the interplay of each amount.Suzanne Stabile’s “The Path between
Us” is an excellent publication for everyone to learn. What Stabile shares is an description and a
snapshot of each of the nine types along with a synopsis of the Enneagram. Excellent Book This
is an excellent supplement book to "THE STREET Back". A chapter that can help you beautify
your paths which means that your human relationships can blossom to their complete potential.
This book is a great introduction with a huge amount of examples for each character type. *I was
presented with a copy of the publication in exchange for my honest opinions. In this book, you
will find examples of real lives to help understand the types. I've seen positive adjustments in
my client’s lives and their human relationships.!! Doesn’t possess quiz to find number so will
need to go online and take test.Essentially the most important insight is the awareness
presently there are a lot more than two ways of being in the world. It's well written and easy to
understand. I love learning about the Enneagram.
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